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Reliable determination of kinetics parameters of adatoms in thin-film epitaxy
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Department of Physics, University of California at Davis, One Shields Avenue, Davis, California 95616-8677

~Received 11 May 1998; revised manuscript received 23 July 1998!

We show that in an interrupted step-flow epitaxy on a vicinal surface, the decay of adatom monomer density
on terraces after deposition often has a simple dependence on the monomer diffusion coefficientD, the
step-edge sticking probabilityS, and the extra step-edge energy barrierEstep ~Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier!. One
may reliably determine these kinetics parameters by examining the dependence of thedecayrate constant on
the average terrace width and the temperature. Such a decay can be monitored by either reflection high-energy
electron diffraction or optical reflectance difference techniques.@S0163-1829~98!07840-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vapor-phase homoepitaxy and heteroepitaxy are two
the main growth techniques for fabricating new materi
used in microelectronics, optoelectronics, and magnetic
cording and storage media. These new materials are typic
grown at high temperatures. This is necessary at high rate
deposition as newly arrived atoms need to have enough
bility to reach the edges of terraces to form flat films w
atomically sharp interfaces. A number of kinetics parame
of adatoms determine the growth mode and in turn the q
ity of an epitaxially grown material.1 They include thesur-
face diffusion coefficientof adatom monomers, thesticking
probabilityof an adatom arriving at the edge of a terrace, a
the extra energy barriersfor an adatom to descend the ed
of a terrace. There are few techniques that can be use
measure these parameters at or close to the growth tem
ture around 700 K.

Neave and co-workers showed a method to indirectly
duce the adatom diffusion coefficient from the deposit
rate at which the growth mode changes from a tw
dimensional~2D! growth ~through nucleation and growt
and coalescence of monoatomically high islands! to a step-
flow growth on a vicinal substrate.2 It is based upon an as
sumption that in a continuous deposition and growth suc
transition occurs when the diffusion length of a newly a
rived adatom equals the terrace width before the next a
strikes the terrace. It is not, however, clear that the transi
occursquantitativelywhen this condition is reached. In fac
a reliable determination of surface diffusion coefficients
quires a much more involved analysis of the transition fr
a 2D growth to a step-flow growth.3,4

Another technique involves scanning tunneling mic
scopic~STM! measurements of the saturation island den
Ns as a function of the deposition flux at a given substr
temperature.5 By invoking the nucleation theory,6 one finds
Ns;exp(2Ediff /gkBT) where the factorg is known once the
critical island size is known. Unfortunately STM measur
ments of this type are carried out typically at below 160
Given the complexity of the morphology on a growth su
face, it is not obvious that the kinetics parameters obtaine
such low temperatures apply at 700–900 K where the s
flow growth occurs.

Another method is the optical diffraction technique dev
oped by Zhu and co-workers and independently by He
and co-workers.7,8 In this case, a periodic density distributio
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~16!/10975~6!/$15.00
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of adatoms or molecules is prepared on a substrate with
method of laser-induced desorption or atomic beam chan
ing through a laser standing wave, and the optical diffract
of a probe laser beam from such a distribution is sub
quently monitored.7–11 From the decay of the optical diffrac
tion signal, one can extract the surface diffusion coeffici
of adatoms. This technique is suited for measurements
surface diffusion of adatoms that are different from those
the substrate.7,12,13 The implementation of such a method
still fairly involved at the present time, and it remains to
shown that it can yield diffusion kinetics parameters time
to meet the needs of material epitaxy.

It is desirable to explore other simpler and still dire
experimental methods to measure kinetics parameters of
toms under growth conditions. This is the subject of th
paper. We find that by monitoring the decay of the adat
monomer density on terraces during an interrupted dep
tion and growth, one may reliably determine the adatom d
fusion coefficientD, the sticking probabilitySat a step edge
and the extra energy barrier for an adatom to descend a
edge~also known as Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier!. In an ear-
lier paper, we have given a brief account of the key results
our investigation.14 In the present paper, we describe the d
tails of our theoretical consideration and the findings t
were not reported earlier.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We consider an epitaxy consisting of sequences of in
rupted deposition and growth in a step-flow growth regim
rather than a continuous deposition and growth.15,16 The ep-
itaxy takes place on a crystalline surface vicinal to a lo
Miller index plane that exposes steps with an averaged w
L terrace. L terracecan be determined by a predetermined mis
angle. By limiting the consideration to a step-flow grow
regime at high temperature, nucleation and growthon ter-
races can be neglected and we expect terraces to be co
mostly by adatom monomers. In addition, the interaction
tween monomers may also be neglected. By interrupting
deposition, we can follow the evolution of the monomer de
sity as a result of growth at step edges. The temporal c
acteristics of the evolution are related to the kinetics para
eters that we are interested in.

As a result of step-flow growth, the terraces are expec
10 975 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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10 976 PRB 58X. D. ZHU
to become roughly evenly spaced with an average w
L terrace. This is because that wider terraces receive prop
tionally more incident atoms and thus the corresponding
per step edges advance faster while narrower terraces re
proportionally less incident atoms and the corresponding
per step edges advance slower. During deposition, the m
mer density increases at a rate proportional to the depos
flux. The equilibrium density of adatom monomers is det
mined by the balance between the deposition and the gro
at step edges. The latter is usuallydiffusion limited. After the
deposition is interrupted, the monomer density decrease
adatoms diffuse towards terrace edges and become atta
Assuming that there is no significant desorption, the to
number of adatoms on the surface remains unchanged ex
that the number of adatom incorporatedwithin terraces in-
creases at the expense of monomerson terraces.

Since all step edges are expected to advance at rou
the same rate once the widths of terraces become stabil
a terrace appears stationary with a fixed widthL terrace in a
coordinate frame that rides with the advancing step ed
The evolution of the monomer density is governed by Fic
law in quasi-one-dimension that is perpendicular to s
edges and the mass conservation. It is instructive to note
L terraceestablishes a length scale for mass transfer such
the evolution of the monomer density is expected to be
scribed by structural factorsS(q,t);exp(Dq2t) with wave
vectors q;1/L terrace.

17,18 We show that this is indeed th
case. Let thex axis be perpendicular to step edges and thy
axis parallel to step edges. For illustration, we show in Fig
a sketch of a model vicinal surface with adatoms on
terraces. Since both Fick’s law and the mass conservation
satisfied locally,we expect the monomer density to satisfy
diffusion equation in the coordinate frame that rides with t
moving step edge,7,18

]u

]t
5D

]2u

]x2 . ~1!

u is the adatom monomer coverage defined as the mono
number density divided by the density of the substrate s
face atoms. The validity of Eq.~1! is further confirmed by
our subsequent Monte Carlo simulation that will be d

FIG. 1. A sketch of a vicinal substrate surface with a hexago
lattice. During a step-flow epitaxy, the widths of terraces
roughly stabilized to a constantL terrace. L terrace is determined by a
predetermined miscut angle.
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scribed in the next section. Letx50 be the edge adjoining
the neighboring upper terrace, andx5L terrace, the edge ad-
joining the neighboring lower terrace. In Fig. 2, we show
representative surface potential energy along a minimum
ergy path of diffusion for an adatom on and across a terra
We take into account the possibility that an additional ene
barrierEstep ~i.e., Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier19! may exist for
an adatom to descend a step edge and another extra e
barrier Ea may also exist for an adatom to reach t
step edge and settle down. The sticking probability of
adatom reaching the step edge atx50 is thus given by
S5S0exp(2Ea /kBT). The boundary condition atx5L terraceis
determined by the requirement that the net flux is conti
ous.

2
1

u

]u

]xU
x5L terrace

5S astep

al
D . ~2a!

astep is the probability of an adatom atx5L terrace to move
forward by one lattice spacingal successfully. It has two
contributions: one is the probability of a successful desc
to the corner of the neighboring lower terrace and is given
exp(2Estep/kBT);1 the second is the probability of the corn
site is being filled during a mean residence timet res as a
result of diffusion and growth on the lower terrace and
given by (al /4)(]u/]x)ux50 . The factor of1

4 comes from the
fact that only one-quarter of the adatoms at one lattice sp
ing away from the step-edge corners will make the attemp
move towards these corners. Consequently, we have

1

u

]u

]xU
x5L terrace

52Fexp~2Estep/kBT!

al
1

1

4

]u

]xU
x50

G .

~2b!

Such a nonlinear boundary condition is the result of the f
that the edge of the lower terrace advances during gro
and makes room for adatoms on the interrogated terrace
low coverage as is case in the asymptotic limit of the grow
after the deposition is interrupted,z(]u/]x)ux5L terrace

z
!(]u/]x)ux50 and thus Eq.~2b! is approximated by

1

u

]u

]xU
x5L terrace

52
exp~2Estep/kBT!

al
. ~2c!

The boundary condition atx50 is also determined by the
flux continuity:

l
e

FIG. 2. A representative potential energy curve for an adat
~solid line! along a minimum energy path of diffusion on terrac
and across a step edge.al is the separation between two neighbo
ing energy minima. The dotted line indicates the potential ene
curve on a terrace only.
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1

u

]u

]xU
x50

5S a0

al
D . ~3a!

Here a0 is the probability of an adatom that is one latti
spacing away from the step-edge corner to become succ
fully attached subsequently. It also has two contributio
one is the probability that an adatom successfully make
move towards the step-edge corner and is simple the stic
probability S; the second is the probability that a step-ed
corner is being occupied as a result of descent of an ada
from the upper terrace such that the adatom at one la
spacing away from the step-edge corner becomes autom
cally attached. The second part is given by2(al /4)(]u/
]x)ux5L terrace

. The negative sign takes into account the fa

that (]u/]x)ux5L terrace
<0. Consequently, the boundary cond

tion at x50 is given by

1

u

]u

]xU
x50

5
S

al
2

1

4

]u

]xU
x5L terrace

. ~3b!

In the asymptotic limit of the growth, we can ignore th
second term on the right-hand side and Eq.~3b! is reduced to

1

u

]u

]xU
x50

5
S

al
. ~3c!

It is noteworthy that if the sticking probabilityS is roughly
unity, since (]u/]x)ux50;umax/Lterrace, we restore the well-
known boundary atx50 asu(x50)5umax(al /Lterrace)'0.

We restrict our consideration to the low coverage lim
u<0.3 so that we can use Eq.~2c! and Eq.~3c! to solve for
u(x,t). The solution takes different forms depending up
the magnitudes ofEstep andS.

~1! alexp(Estep/kBT)@L terrace, but al /S,L terrace.
In this case, the solution after the deposition is interrup

is given as follows:

u~x,t !5 (
n51

un0sinF S n2
1

2Dp
x1al /S

L terrace1al /SG
3expF2S n2

1

2D 2 p2D

~ I terrace1al /S!2 t G . ~4!

un0’s are determined from the initial condition right after th
deposition. Most importantly, the asymptotic behavior of t
monomer density is dominated by the first term,

u1~x,t !;u10sinF S p

2 D x1al /S

L terrace1al /SG
3expF2

p2D

4~L terrace1al /S!2 t G . ~5!

This means that the total number of monomers decays e
nentially with an exponentb1[p2D/4(L terrace1al /S)2. As
we have expected qualitatively, the exponent is proportio
to the adatom diffusion coefficientD on terraces and the
proportionality constantp2/4(L terrace1al /S)2 is inversely
proportional to the square of an effective terrace wid
L terrace1al /S.1 By following the total number or the cover
age of adatoms monomers with, for example, optical refl
ss-
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tance difference or reflection high-energy electron diffract
~RHEED! from the vicinal surface, one can extract the dec
exponentb1 . From the dependence ofb1 on the mean ter-
race widthL terraceand temperature, one can in turn determi
a number of important kinetics parameters of adatoms du
step-flow epitaxy. For example, one can measure a se
decay exponentsb1 at various temperatures and with diffe
ent mean terrace widthsL terrace. L terrace can be changed by
miscutting substrates at different angles. Care has to be ta
to ensure that there is no substantial step bunching within
ranges of temperatures and miscut angles. One can then
the inverse of the square root ofb1 versusL terrace,

1

Ab1

5
2

p

L terrace1al /S

AD
. ~6!

The slope of 1/Ab1 gives (2/pAD) and in turn the monome
diffusion coefficientD. From the intercept (2/pAD)(al /S),
one extracts the sticking probabilityS. Furthermore from the
temperature dependence ofD, one can determine both th
diffusivity D0 and the activation energy barrierEterrace on
terraces.

~2! al /S@L terraceanda exp(Estep/kBT),L terrace.
The solution takes a slightly different form,

u~x,t !5 (
n51

un0cosF S n2
1

2Dp
x

Leff
G

3expF2S n2
1

2D 2 p2D

Leff
2 tG , ~7!

with an effective terrace width given byLeff5Lterrace
1alexp(Estep/kBT). In the asymptotic limit, the adatom
monomer density is dominated by

u1~x,t !;u10expF2
p2D

4@L terrace1a exp~Estep/kBT!#2 t G .
~8!

From the dependence of the exponentb2[p2D/4@L terrace
1alexp(Estep/kBT)#2 on L terrace and temperature, we ca
again obtain the adatom diffusion coefficientD and now the
extra step edge barrierEstep. By plotting the inverse of the
square root ofb2 versusL terrace,

1

Ab2

5
2

p

L terrace1alexp~Estep/kBT!

AD
, ~9!

the slope yields the diffusion coefficientD, and the intercept
yields a exp(Estep/kBT). By measuring the temperature d
pendence of the intercept and the slope, one can determ
both EterraceandEstep .

~3! alexp(Estep/kBT),L terraceandal /S,L terrace.
The solution is given by the following expression:

u~x,t !5 (
n51

un0sinFnp
x1al /S

Leff
GexpF2

n2p2D

Leff
2 tG .

~10!

The effective terrace width is given byLeff5Lterrace1al /S
1alexp(Estep/kBT). The asymptotic limit of the monome
density is dominated by
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10 978 PRB 58X. D. ZHU
u1~x,t !;u10

3expF2
p2D

@L terrace1al /S1al exp~Estep/kBT!#2 t G .
~11!

The decay exponentb3[p2D/@L terrace1al /S1alexp(Estep/
kBT)#2 can be determined experimentally and used to ext
the diffusion coefficient. Again by plotting the inverse of th
square root ofb3 versusL terrace,

1

Ab3

5
L terrace1al /S1alexp~Estep/kBT!

pAD
, ~12!

we find the diffusion coefficientD from the slope andal /S
1alexp(Estep/kBT) from the intercept. Generally, one cann
separate the contributions to the intercept from the stick
probabilitySand the finite Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier. If on
knows a priori that S;1, the intercept may be used to d
termineEstep. If on the other handEstep is knowna priori to
be small such thatalexp(Estep/kBT);al , the intercept may
be used to extractS.

It is noteworthy that if the decay exponentb varies with
L terrace at all, al /S and alexp(Estep/kBT) cannot be both
much larger thanL terrace. In this case, by fitting the decay o
the monomer density to a single exponential function with
exponentb, one obtains a good estimate of the diffusi
coefficient D;4L terrace

2 b/p2 from just one value ofL terrace

without anyprior knowledge ofS andEstep.
Before leaving this section, we briefly consider the situ

tion where the terrace widths on a vicinal surface vary ove
range about the meanL terrace. This situation is realistic as
one always has a distribution of terrace widths on a r
vicinal surface. Clearly if the distribution is too wide suc
that there is really not a characteristic length scale for terr
widths, we do not expect the decay of the monomer den
to have simple dependence onL terrace. In this case we canno
use the present analysis to determine kinetics paramete
the distribution is a few tens of a percent or less about
meanL terrace, we show here that it is still feasible to use th
present analysis to extract kinetics parameters reliably.

To make the analysis more tractable, we assume tha
terrace width has a Gaussian distribution centered atL terrace
with a standard deviation ofd. In the asymptotic limit, it is
easily shown that after averaging Eq.~8! for example over
the distribution of terrace widths, we arrive at

^u1~ t !&'
1

A11p2Dd2t/~L terrace1al /S!2

3expF2
p2Dt

4~L terrace1al /S!214p2Dd2t G .
~13!

If d50.25L terrace, the correction to Eq.~8! becomes notice-
able only after a timet;8(L terrace1al /S)2/p2D when the
exponential factor or̂ u1(t)& has dropped by a factor ove
100. Before this time Eq.~8! is a very good approximation
As we will show in the following Monte Carlo simulation
study, t;8(L terrace1al /S)2/p2D is long enough to observ
ct
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the asymptotic behavior of the monomer density. If the st
dard deviation of the terrace width distribution is more th
50% of the meanL terracewe will not be able to use the abov
analysis to extractS andEstep reliably. However, as long as
there is noticeable dependence of the decay rate on the m
terrace widthL terrace, D;4L terrace

2 b/p2 is still a very good
estimate.

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

We now address three issues through a Monte C
simulation of an interrupted step-flow growth on a vicin
surface:~1! the validity of Eq.~1!; ~2! the upper limit of the
monomer density below which the analysis described in
previous section applies;~3! the asymptotic limit beyond
which the adatom monomer density decays exponentiall

We have performed a Monte Carlo simulation of a no
interacting lattice gas on a square lattice with 400al along the
x axis and 2000al along they axis as sketched in Fig. 1. T
simulate a vicinal surface, we make the first column of t
lattice the initial upper terrace edge, the next 200 colum
the terrace under interrogation so that the terrace w
L terrace is 200al , and the remaining 199 columns the low
terrace. Initially, we randomly deposit adatoms on the terr
of interest to a coverage ofu50.5. We subsequently allow
adatoms to execute random walk. Considering a noninter
ing lattice gas is reasonable in the step-flow growth regi
as the substrate temperature is generally high so that
island formation is expected to be unstable and adatoms
have approximately as an assemble of noninteractin
monomers.1,6 For the purpose of addressing the above th
issues, it is sufficient to perform simulations for the ca
where~1! Estep is large and thus adatoms cannot descend
the lower terrace and adatoms cannot ascend to the u
terrace either;~2! the sticking coefficientS is unity; ~3! the
diffusion of adatoms along a step edge is fast so that an a
at the step edge always finds and settles down at a site
the maximum possible bond coordination. To take the eff
of step flow into consideration in the mean field sense, o
an adatom becomes attached and settles down at a s
corner site at the edge of the terrace, we also fill the cor
site on the neighboring lower terrace that isL terrace5200al
away from this site so that the lower terrace corner site
comes the new edge of the interrogated terrace. This pr
dure computationally leads to the even flow of the s
edges. If Eq.~1! is valid, we expect the Monte Carlo simu
lation to yield results predicted by Eqs.~4! and ~5!. This is
indeed the case.

We record the monomer coverage profile after each t
interval of Dt50.2t res3(L terrace/al)

258000t res. t res is the
residence time of an adatom at an isolated site on a terr
The tracer diffusion rate of such an atom is given
D5al

2/4t res. As shown in Ref. 14, even just after one tim
interval Dt58000t res where the adatom monomer covera
is still as high as 0.34, the distribution of the adatom cov
age is already well described by two sinusoidal functions
predicted by Eq.~4!,

u~x,t !;u1sinS p

2L terrace
xD1u3 sinS 3p

2L terrace
xD . ~14!
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After 7Dt556 000t res when the adatom coverage drops
0.12, the profile is well described by Eq.~5! or

u~x,t !;u1~ t !sinS p

2L terrace
xD . ~15!

In fact the adatom density profile after 7Dt556 000t res no
longer changes except for the overall magnitude as show
Fig. 3. The profiles in Fig. 3 fit sin(px/2L terrace) essentially
perfectly. Also as shown in Ref. 14, the spatially averag
adatom coverage was fit well to a double exponential fu
tion. We found that the slow~asymptotic! decay componen
varies with time t5NDt as exp(2a1N)5exp(20.124N).
The exponent 0.124 agrees within 1% with the theoret
value of p2DDt/4L terrace

2 50.2(p/4)250.1234 from Eq.~5!.
The fast decay component has an exponenta2 three time as
large asa1 , as expected from Eqs.~4! or ~14!. The excellent
agreement between the Monte Carlo simulation and our a
lytical analysis shows that in the frame that moves with
vancing step edges Eq.~1! is indeed valid for describing the
evolution of the adatom monomer density under step-fl
growth condition. It also shows that even at coverages
high asu50.34, it is sufficient to use Eq.~2c! and Eq.~3c!
for boundary conditions. Furthermore, the asymptotic limi
already reached when exp(2bt)5exp(2p2Dt/4L terrace

2 ),0.3
;0.4. This means that as soon as the monomer density d
by 40–30 % from the value immediately after the deposit
is interrupted, Eq.~5! can be used to extract kinetics param
eters as discussed in the previous section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
ASYMPTOTIC DECAY OF THE MONOMER DENSITY

ON TERRACES OF A VICINAL SURFACE

The evolution of the adatom monomer density can
monitored with either electron reflection such as low-ene
electron diffraction~LEED! and RHEED~Refs. 15, 16, and

FIG. 3. Adatom coverage profiles normalized to the mean va
nearx5L terraceafter t57* Dt (Dt58000t residence). The profiles fit
very well to sin(px/2L terrace).
in
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20! or optical reflection including normal-incidence21 and
oblique-incidence linear reflectance difference spectr
copy,16 surface photoabsorption spectroscopy,22 ellipso-
metry,23,24 reflected optical second-harmonic generation,25,26

and reflected sum-frequency generation.27 Linear optical re-
flection techniques are more commonly used than nonlin
optical techniques as the absolute signal strengths are m
larger and the implementation is simpler. RHEED is mu
more commonly used than LEED to monitor the grow
mode and quality of a thin-film epitaxy.

In the case of RHEED, one monitorscoherentspecular
reflection and higher-order diffractions of collimated hig
energy electrons~10–20 keV! from a vicinal surface. At a
low coverageu of adatom monomers, the random positio
of these adatom monomers relative to each other cause
electron reflection from these adatoms to be out of phase
a result these monomers do not contribute to thecoherent
specular reflection and higher-order diffractions of electro
The intensities of the specular RHEED and higher-or
RHEED deviate from their corresponding maxima by

I n,max2I n~u!'2I n,maxu. ~16!

By monitoring the asymptotic recovery of either the spec
larly reflected RHEEDI 0(u) or the first-order RHEEDI 1(u)
in an interrupted deposition and growth, one should be a
to measure the kinetics parameters as described in the p
ous section. To the best of our knowledge, RHEED has
been used for this purpose despite its extensive use in m
toring epitaxy.

Optical reflectance difference spectroscopies and e
sometry are alternative methods for monitoring the adat
monomer density on terraces.16,22–24 Since optical wave-
lengths are much larger than a lattice constantal , it may
seem unusual that optical reflection at such a long wa
length should be sensitive at all to the rearrangement of a
toms on the scale of lattice constant. Such rearrangem
include the growth at step edges at the expense of monom
on terraces. The sensitivity of optical reflection to atom
rearrangement on a surface derives from the change in o
cal dielectric response in the outermost surface layer. Du
the recovery of an interrupted deposition and growth
quence, the optical polarizability of an adatom monome
being replaced by that of an adatom that is incorporated
terrace. The reflectance difference is proportional to the
ference of optical polarizabilities before and after theincor-
poration and the monomer density. Zhu and co-workers
cently used an oblique-incidence optical reflectan
difference technique to monitor interrupted deposition a
growth of SrTiO3 on SrTiO3(001).16 They showed that the
reflectance difference signalS(u) is given by16,28

S~u!;FReS r p2r p0

r p0
D2ReS r s2r s0

r s0
D G;u ~17!

and therefore it varies linearly with the adatom coverageu.
Herer p andr s are the reflectivities of the surface forp ands
polarization, respectively, in the presence of adatom mo
mers on terraces, whiler p0 andr s0 are the reflectivities in the
absence of adatom monomers. From the temperature de
dence of the decay exponent ofS(u), these authors were
able to deduce the surface diffusion energy barrier of SrT3
or a mobile component of it on terraces of SrTiO3(001). In
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Fig. 4, we reproduce the results of optical reflectance dif
ence and specular RHEED intensity measurements of in
rupted deposition and growth sequences of SrTiO3 on a vici-
nal SrTiO3(001).16 The recovery of the optical signal an
RHEED intensity are well described with single exponen
functions.

FIG. 4. Simultaneously measured oblique-incidence optical
flectance difference and specular RHEED intensity from a vici
SrTiO3~001! during five cycles of interrupted deposition and ste
flow growth of SrTiO3. The asymptotic behaviors of both signa
are described well by single exponential functions.
r-
er-

l

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown a simple and reliable method to meas
kinetics parameters of adatoms or molecular adsorbates
der the epitaxial step-flow growth condition. Such a meth
is easily implemented in most vapor-phase epitaxy syste

As to the limitations of our present analysis, we ha
assumed that there is negligible 2D nucleation and most a
toms on terraces are in the form of monomers. In cases w
there is a substantial nucleation, one needs to invoke
appropriate nucleation theory to separate the effect of nu
ation and dissociation of 2D islands from the effect of mon
mer diffusion on the recovery of the optical reflectance d
ference or RHEED signals. We have also assumed that
diffusion rate along a step edge is fast compared to
growth rate so that step edges remain straight and parall
each other. This analysis fails if the growth at the step ed
is of dendritic form due to the lack of adatom mobility alon
step edges. In this case, the average width of the terrac
ill definedand the recovery of the optical or RHEED mon
toring signals is no longer related to the adatom surface
fusion kinetics in a simple way.
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